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2 WASHINGTON, D.C. 30eeHe01

May 22, 1996

Mr. D. L. Farrar
Manager, Nuclear Regulatory Services
Commonwealth Edison Company
Executive Towers West III
1400 Opus Place, Suite 500
Downers Grove, IL 60515

SUBJECT: REQUEST FOR INFORMATION - DYNAMIC TESTING OF INSTRUMENT CHANNELS AT
BRAIDWOOD AND BYRON (TAC NOS. M95341 AND M95340)

Dear Mr. Farrar:

A concerned member of the NRC staff has raised several issues regarding
dynamic testing of instrument channels using the MESAC system at the Braidwood
Station. The NRC technical branch responsible for review of instrumentation
and control issues has reviewed these concerns, the instrument setpoint
analyses and use of the NESAC system at Braidwood Station. As a result of
this review, it was concluded that the health and safety of the public was not
affected by the use of the NESAC system and that Commonwealth Edison Company
(Comed) is in compliance with its licensing bases and technical specifica-
tions. Nevertheless, the concerned staff member requested that Comed review
the analyses and verify compliance with its license when using the MESAC
system. We, therefore, request that Comed:

1. Review the attached abbreviated analyses and conclusions presented in
the enclosure, and verify their accuracy or provide comments as
appropriate.

2. Confirm that Braidwood and Byron are being operated within their
technical specification requirements and their licensing bases.

In the course of addressing items 1 and 2 above, Comed should address the
following specific points.

1. The attached analysis provides the effects of a 13 percent deviation in
the lead / lag time constants in the OTAT reactor trip on the Braidwood
licensing bases. That analysis was a sensitivity study of an FSAR
Chapter 15 calculation. Based on the review of this analysis, the
concerned NRC staff member concluded that non-conservative results were
obtained. That is, although the nurerical results deviated only
slightly from the current Chapter 15 analysis results, they did deviate 1

in the non-conservative direction (trip delay). The concerned staff '

member concluded, therefore, that Coned's current analysis of record
(Chapter 15) is no longer bounding if a 13 percent deviation in time
constants for the OTAT. reactor trip is utilized at Braidwood (once again
assuming that lead-lag uncertainties are not included in current Chapter
15 analyses and the only analysis of record is the NRC calculation in j

the attached analysis). The same conclusion applies for Byron if that '

plant utilizes a 110 percent deviation on their time constants.
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If Comed's current Chapter 15 analyses are bounding, all that would be
required is a statement that the plants' setpoint methodology accounts
for instrumentation uncertainties, including those associated with
dynamic testing. This is based on the fact that Chapter 15 analyses
establish safety analysis limits and the setpoint methodology then
establishes nominal setpoint values by accounting for known instrument
uncertainties. This is supported by Page 15.0-12 from the plants' FSAR
which states, "The difference between the limiting trip point assumed
for the analysis and the nominal trip point represents an allowance for
instrumentation channel error and setpoint error." In this manner the
statement quoted in the attached analysis from Chapter 15, "The AT trips
include all adverse instrumentation and setpoint errors" is then indeed
true because errors have been accounted for in the setpoint methodology
and the safety analyses limit used in Chapter 15 is more conservative
and bounds the nominal trip setpoint contained in the technical
specifications.

The concerned staff member refers to the quote from FSAR Chapter 15,
"the delays for trip actuation are assumed to be the maximum values" in
the HICB analysis and states that using -3 percent tolerance for leads
and +3 percent tolerance for lags in the attached staff abbreviated
analysis produced greater trip delays than those currently used in the
plants' Chapter 15 analyses which again indicates that the FSAR analyses
may not be bounding.

As an additional item of interest---required response times for
instrument channels are specified as maximum values obtained from
Chapter 15 analyses. How do lead and lag adjustments that produce
greater time delays impact response time testing and the determination
of acceptable results?

2. The concerned staff member notes that in the enclosure it states that
both Braidwood and Byron " confirm the calibration of the channel
components and modules, test the static components and the dynamic
com>onents, assess the 'as left' calibration values relative to the
tecinical specification acceptance criteria, and ensure the bistables
trip within the required tolerance. These processes are consistent with
the Westinghouse setpoint methodology." The attached analysis also
states that "the methodology used by Comed is the same as Westinghouse
provided in the original analyses and is not dependent upon whether
dynamic or static testing is employed." Based on the concerned staff
member's review of the original Westinghouse setpoint methodology used
for Byron and Braidwood and previous discussions with Westinghouse, he
believes that the Westinghouse setpoint methodology can not be used to
support dynamic testing without significant licensee modifications.
These modifications, he asserts, would be necessary to account for the
additional errors associated with dynamic components that are assumed to
be bypassed and have no errors for setpoints established by approved
Westinghouse setpoint methodology and verified periodically by static
testing. Because of these additional errors and the dynamic test
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acceptance values being measured differently from setpoints based on
Westinghouse setpoint methodology, these modifications would more-than-
likely lead to changes in Chapter 15 safety analyses, setpoint
methodology and/or technical specifications. Therefore, the concerned
staff member requests that the licensee's confirmation that their
methodology is consistent with the Westinghouse methodology be
clarified.

3. The enclosure states that, for Byron, " admits that there are advantages
in testing the loops without temporarily changing the loop configuration
(i.e., using extender cards and jumpers)." The concerned staff member
notes that Comed was describing one of the benefits associated with
dynamic testing over static testing. The concerned staff member
concludes.that this seems to imply that dynamic testing with NESAC
eliminates the need for static testing altogether since static testing
can not be accomplished without using jumpers around the dynamic
components. Consequently, this then conflicts with the above quote from
the enclosure that stated both Braidwood and Byron are testing static
and dynamic components consistent with the Westinghouse setpoint
methodology since Westinghouse setpoint methodology only supports static
testing.

Based on these conclusions, the concerned NRC staff member requests that
Comed should verify the validity of the plants' original Westinghouse
setpoint methodology and the associated setpoints in the technical
specifications if the plants do not follow dynamic testing with static
testing.

A prompt response from Comed is reauested in order to resolve these issues.
Please contact me at (301) 415-1391 if any clarification is needed.

Sincerely,

Ramin R. Assa, Project Manager,

Project Directorate III-2
Division of Reactor Projects III/IV
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Docket Nos. STN 50-456, STN 50-457,
STN 50-454, STN 50-455

Enclosure: As stated

cc w/ enc 1: see next page
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D. L. Farrar Byron /Braidwood Power Stations '

Commonwealth Edison Company
;

cc:
!

Mr. William P. Poirier, Director George L. Edgar
Westinghouse Electric Corporation Morgan, Lewis and Bochius
Energy Systems Business Unit 1800 M Street, N.W.
Post Office Box 355, Bay 236 West Washington, DC 20036
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15230

Attorney General !

Joseph Gallo 500 South Second Street
Gallo & Ross Springfield, Illinois 62701
1250' Eye St., N.W.
Suite 302 EIS Review Coordinator
Washington, DC 20005 U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

77 W. Jackson Blvd. i

Michael I. Miller, Esquire Chicago, Illinois 60604-3590 l

Sidley and Austin i

One First National Plaza Illinois Department of
Chicago, Illinois 60603 Nuclear Safety

Office of Nuclear Facility Safety
Howard A. Learner 1035 Outer Park Drive
Environmental law and Policy Springfield, Illinois 62704

Center of the Midwest
203 North LaSalle Street Commonwealth Edison Company
Suite 1390 Byron Station Manager
Chicago, Illinois 60601 4450 North German Church Road

Byron, Illinois 61010
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Byron Resident Inspectors Office Kenneth Graesser, Site Vice President
4448 North German Church Road Byron Station
Byron, Illinois 61010-9750 Commonwealth Edison Station

4450 N. German Church Road
Regional Administrator, Region III Byron, Illinois 61010
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
801 Warrenville Road U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Lisle, Illinois 60532-4351 Braidwood Resident Inspectors Office

Rural Route #1, Box 79
Ms. Lorraine Creek Braceville, Illinois 60407
Rt. 1, Box 182
Manteno, Illinois 60950 Mr. Ron Stephens

Illinois Emergency Services
Chairman, Ogle County Board and Disaster Agency
Post Office Box 357 110 East Adams Street
Oregon, Illinois 61061 Springfield, Illinois 62706

Mrs. Phillip B. Johnson Chairman
1907 Stratford Lane Will County Board of Supervisors
Rockford, Illinois 61107 Will County Board Courthouse

Joliet, Illinois 60434 ;
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Commonwealth Edison Company
Braidwood Station Manager
Rt. 1, Box 84

/y i

Braceville, Illinois 60407 '

|Ms. Bridget Little Rorem |

Appleseed Coordinator '

'117 North Linden Street
Essex, Illinois 60935

Document Control Desk-Licensing !
Commonwealth Edison Company l

1400 Opus Place, Suite 400
|Downers Grove, Illinois 60515 ;
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ISSUES WITH BRAIDWOOD SETPOINT METHODOLOGY
AND DYNAMIC TESTING

OF INSTRUMENT CHANNELS (MESAC SYSTEM)

A staff member visited the Braidwood station to verify that the MESAC test methodology
meets the plant design basis. He MESAC is connected to the plant safety system aner the
channel under test has been bypassed for surveillance and calibration. Consequently, failures
in the MESAC soAware will not cause an inadvertent channel trip or prevent a channel from
tripping. Herefore, the staff did not perform a software audit or inspection of the source
code.

The MESAC system includes a monitor, a keyboard, and a hard disk drive for storing
programs and data. De MESAC sytsem is on a 486DX motherboard. The MESAC
computer is mounted in an Industrial Computer Source 6200-UM series rack. De keyboard
is an Industrial Computer Source 6531-KBD/A AT compatible keyboard designed to fit into
the rack. The software was written in QBasic, although the vendor and version of the Basic
language are not known. Some of the software documentation is included in the MESAC
System manual. The remaining documentation is under the care of the MESAC coordinator.

Several user function descriptions are included in the MESAC System Manual. These
include, N-Point Smooth, which calculates and stores for future reference a running average
of the data points for a source waveform; RMS, which calculates the root mean square i

between the source waveform's user-selectable start and stop points; Screen Saver, which
blanks the display after a user-selected time delay has elapsed while the instrument is in the

i

Hold Last mode; and VCROSS, which locates the first crossing of a recorded waveform for I

a user-selected voltage threshold.

The MESAC interface to the RPS channels is through a Keithley Data Acquisition Metrabus
Industrial Data Acquisition ano' Control System. The interface system uses two cables to
connect to the RPS channel. The test procedures adequately describe the test lead conection
points. The MESAC prompts the instrumentation technician for initials, employee number,
unit number, loop number, initiation point number, and whether the data to be recorded are
As Found data or As Left data. Additionally, the Tech is required to ensure that the
transmitter Simulator is set to the required VDC. At the conclusion of this data entry, the
technician initiates the test, and the Ramp / Step Function Generator begins ramping. At the
end of the test, the technician reads the as found value from the display, records the value on
the Analog Operational Test Report, and initials and dates the as found value on the
Calibration Signoff Sheet.

Since the test data are recorded over the entire test, the recorded data may be reviewed by
the plar.t staff at a later date if anomalies occur in the test. His capability is in contrast to
the typical capabilities found at other stations, where the test results must be recorded by
hand, and there is very little capability for reviewing the complete set of system response

' 1- ENCLOSURE-
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i' data either during or after the test. Generally, the only value recorded at other stations is the
;

i value at which the bistable tripped. Consequently, channel response characteristics may only i

i be inferred by combining the results from the separate dynamic test of the lead / lag module
j and the static iest of the bistable trip action, which is performed with the channel in a
i configuration that is different from its normal operating state.
>

j The staff reviewed Test Report Package B for Delta T and Tavg Protection loop 2A, I. cop
j Verification / Calibration for Imops 2T-0411 & 2T 0412, which were approved by the licensee
. on 10/24/94. The calibrations cover each individual module as a separate calibration
i procedure. After calibrating the individual modules, the channel is tested to ensure the

channel accuracy is within Technical Specification limits, ne monthly surveillances cover
i sets of modules, including the lead / lag modules.
4

| In a memo to the HICB, the following issues have been identified. Each of these issues is

j stated, with discussion by HICB staff provided.

i
1 1. If assumptions are correct, it is inappropriate for the staff to justify and analyze
I licensing basis deviations for licensees.
i
'

To ensure a thorough review of the issues raised in a memo, the HICB staff felt that an
. independent review of the licensee's analyses was appropriate. This Irview included a
j screening analysis of the effect of i3% deviations in the lead and lag time constants for the
j lead / lag controllers.
.

!

! A staff member requested that the licensee discuss the safety significance of i3% deviations
in the lead and lag time constants for the lead / lag controllers. The HICB staff briefly
summarized a screening analysis that addressed whether deviations greater than i3% for

j typical overtemperature AT lead and lag setting values are significant with regard to the
i FSAR safety analyses. He following discussion describes a process for confirming whether
j there is technical merit in considering i3% deviations in lead time and lag time constant
j settings relative to the specific Byron /Braidwood FSAR safety analyses. His analysis would
i have been performed had the results of the aforementioned screening analysis indicated a
| potential safety issue. If the result of the following analysis indicated the potential for a
j safety concern, there would be a technical basis for requesting additional information from
/ the licensee.
i

;
4

| hmale Ann!vsis for Effect of +3% Deviatians on Plant Iicentine heae

Byron /Braidwood FSAR Table 7.2-4, " Reactor Trip Correlation," lists the design basis
1 accidents and potential reactor trip functions for each accident. Dere are nine accidents with
j the potential for an cmww+erature AT reactor trip, and five accidents with the potential for
] an overpower AT reactor trip. Of these accidants, there are no FSAR rhatar 15 accidents
i that involve an overpower AT reactor trip. There are two Chapter 15 licensing basis

1,

i -2-

i
,

4

i
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i' accidents that require an overtemperature AT reactor trip to prevent departure from nucleate
boiling (DNB):,

i

Slow uncontrolled rod cluster control assembly (RCCA) withdrawal at full powera.

| (3 pcm/sec)
: b. Chemical and Volume Control System malfunction that results in a decrease in boron
| concentration in the reactor coolant during full power operation (1.2 pcm/sec)
i

j Of these two accidents, the uncontrolled RCCA withdrawal is the bounding case.
4

: Table 15.4-1, " Time Sequence of Events for Incident [ sic] Which Cause Reactivity and
Power Distribution Anomalies," (FSAR Section 15.4, " Uncontrolled Rod Cluster Control

) Assembly Bank Withdrawal at Power") states that a reactor trip occurs 31.5 seconds after the
start of the accident when the lead / lag compensated AT value becomes greater than the
overtemperature AT netpoint function value (Case B, Table 15.4-1). Figure 15.4-7 shows,

j that at the start of the accident (steady state conditions) the calculated DNBR is
j approximately 2.30. At reactor trip (31.5 seconds), the DNBR is 1.98. At approximately
;. 34.0 seconds, the DNBR begins to increase for the remainder of the transient from a

minimum value of 1.94.
:

( Five conservative assumptions were used in performing the staff's example followup analysis
j of this FSAR calculation:
i
! a. The overtemperature AT reactor trip is the only reactor trip function available to

terminate this accident.
; b. De rate of DNBR decrease is approximately linear between 31.5 seconds (the time of
i

reactor trip in the FSAR analysis) and the minimum value of the DNBR at 34
; seconds.

c. After 34 seconds, the DNBR may be estimated by linear extrapolation of the DNBR
'

! rate of decrease.
| d. De reactor trip is delayed in the FSAR analysis as a result of input data errors in the
j lead time constant and lag time constant values in the FSAR thermal-hydraulic
1 calculation lead / lag model.

A conservative DNBR value of 1.7 is the licensing basis limit. This assumption is; c.
i conservative because the highest DNBR limit used in the Byron /Braidwood safety
: analyses is 1.67 for Vantage 5 fuel thimble cells (Page 4.4-2 of the FSAR). As stated

in the FSAR, a DNBR of 1.67 provides additional DNBR margin for flexibility in;

i design, operation, and analyses, and is not required to meet the design basis.
!

, ne first step was to estimate the rate of DNBR decrease beyond 31.5 seconds. Values of
i DNBR as a function of time after reactor trip were obtained by from Figure 15.4-7 of the
'

FSAR safety analysis. De uncertainty of the DNBR values obtained from Fig.15.4-7 is
i0.01. De DNBR decreases from 1.98 at 31.5 seconds to a minimum value of 1.94 at
34.0 seconds. Assuming a constant rate of DNBR decrease following reactor trip, and the;

;

3--

,
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most conservative application of the error on the estimate of DNBR, the rate of DNBR

decrease between 31.5 seconds and 34.0 seconds is{[1.94-0.01]-[1.98+0.01]}/2.5 see (-
0.024/sec).4

I

i Using this rate of DNBR decrease, the next step was to estimate the length of time after 34
seconds required to achieve a DNBR value of 1.7. Assuming, conservatively, that the safety
analysis DNBR value is 1.93 (1.94 - 0.01) at 34 seconds, and the reactor trip does not occur
at 31.5 seconds, the DNBR would decrease from 1.93 to 1.7 in approximately 9.6 seconds
([1.7-1.93]/[4.024/sec]).,

In the final step, the equivalent error in the lead / lag time constant settings was estimated
assuming the delay in reactor trip was miiwd by a failure to exactly set the lead / lag time
constant settings on the lead / lag modules. Byroa and Braidwood lead / lag-compensate AT
and T o in the overtemperature AT function (Note 1, Technical Specification Table 2.2-1,AV

pg 2-7). In a lead / lag function, the lead time is the difference between the lead time constant
and the lag time constant. The Byron /Braidwood lead times are 5 seconds for measured AT
compensation (8 sec - 3 sec), and 29 seconds for T vo compensation (33 see - 4sec) (Note 1,4
Technical Specification Table 2.2-1, pg 2-7). For additional conservatism, it was assumed
that the T vo compensation gain is incorrectly set at 1.0 instead of 0.0265, which increases4

the effect of the T vo time constant errors by a factor of ~38. Using these assumptions, a4

9.6 second margin in reactor trip time due to uncertainties in setting the lead / lag time
constants would require a lead time setting errors of approximately 28%
({[5+29+9.6]/[5+29]}-1)X100%. Assuming these errors are evenly distributed between the
lead time constant settings and the lag time constant settings for the two lead / lag modules, a
28% error represents a 14% error in each module time constant setting. A MESAC setting4

error of i3% is almost a factor of 5 less than the 14% error obtained from this analysis.
Note that the Byron calibration procedure BI 2000-T14, Rev 1, Pg 13, Reference 5, allows
lead time constant and lag time constant setting errors of i10%.

The screening analysis of the i3% error in setting the lead and lag time constants was
Iperformed to determine the relative order of magnitude of a i3% error for a typical

overtemperature AT function. If the results of that screening had revealed the potential for a
first order effect of the overtemperature AT channel response on the FSAR safety analyses,
then the analysis above would have been performed earlier.

In a memo to the HICB, it was stated that the i3% screening analysis does not address all
of the channel uncertainties, as required by 10 CFR 50.36 and supporting guidance. In
response to this statement, note that there are some uncertainties that are below regulatory
concern. For example, the limasing basis analyses assume the control rod drop time is 2.7
seconds. De rod drop time will vary as a function of the control rod skin friction

,

'

coefficient, moderator fluid velocity, and fluid density. Dese uncertainties are not included
in the safety analyses h=iiw they result in second or third order effects on the safety
analysis results. De limits between first order effects and effects that will not significantly,

change the result of an analysis need to be clearly understood. De purpose of the screening

-4-
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analysis was to make that determination before defining the i3% uncertainty as a safety
issue requiring resolution. A comparison of the i3% uncertainty for Braidwood with the
uncertainties used at other plants (e.g., i10% for Byron) would also have shown this
uncertainty to have no safety significance.

With regard to the analysis above, on Page 15.4-8 of the FSAR, Section 15.4.2.2, " Analysis
of Effects and Consequences," (Uncontrolled Rod Cluster Control Assembly Bank

; Withdrawal at Power), Item c states:
|

| The reactor trip on high neutron flux is assumed to be actuated at a
; conservative value of 118% of nominal full power. The AT trins inchule all

adverne inetmmentatian and eatnaint errorr the delavs for trin actuation are
seentmed to be the marimtim valupe.

!

! 'Ihe applicable portion of this text has been underlined for emphasis. Since "all adverse
! instrumentation and setpoint errors" and the maximum delays for trip actuation were assumed
! in the FSAR licensing basis analysis, and assuming that the uncertainties in setting the lead

time constants and lag time constants were not included in the safety analysis uncertainties
i, (an assumption not supported by the FSAR), all known uncertainties of the effect of lead / lag

time constant deviations on reactor trip time are included in the above staff analysis.
;

j The conclusions from this analysis are consistent with the conclusions from the i3%
screening analysis; i.e., there is no safety significance in a i3% deviation in lead time3

j constant and lag time constants.

!
1

i 2. The licensee cannot replace static testing at Braidwood with dynamic testing under 10
CFR 50.59 without prior staff review and approval since FSAR Chapter 15 accident
analyses, Technical Specifications, and setpoint methodology are directly impacted.,

The static test confirms the operability of the lead / lag compensated trip functions for only
steady state operations. These static tests cannot ensure that the reactor trip functions will be |
operable when a reactor trip is required because the lead / lag modules are not included in i
these static tests. Whether using the MESAC system or the procedures at Byron, dynamic
testing is conducted as part of the protection channel testing process. Byron uses Test Report |

Package BIS 3.1.1-200, " Calibration of Delta T and TAVG Protection Loop 1 A (RC)," (and
associated packages for the other channels) to dynamically test the lead / lag functions in the
reactor protection system. Braidwood uses the MESAC system, and Braidwood Test
Procedure IBwIS 3.1.1-401, Rev OEl, " Analog Operational Test and Channel
Verification / Calibration for Loops _T-0411 and ,,,T-0412, Delta T and TAVG Protection
loop _A Channel I Cabinet 1 (_PA0lJ)," and associated procedures for the other protection
loops. To validate the adequacy of these procedures, the staff visited the Braidwood station
la early Demmber to observe channel calibrations. The results of this visit are consistent
with the conclusions of this memorandum.

-5-
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An assumption that the Technical Specifications, setpoint methodology, and FSAR Chapter
15 accident analyses are affected by the Braidwood procedures is inaccurate. h licensee
calibrates the individual modules in the Braidwood protection loops, and then confirms the
acceptability of the calibration by checking the loop calibrations against the Technical
Specification ==p*= ace criteria, which is in conformance with the Westinghouse setpoint
methodology. The Westingouse setpoint methodology does not assume that a static test is the
only requirement for ensuring the accuracy of the entire channel. The methodology does
require that the channel statistical allowance (CSA) be calculated using the as-left values.

,

The process for determining these values (static and dynamic testing) is not rigidly prescribed '

by Westinghouse, as implied in Reference 3. Consequently, employing dynaic testing does
not change the technical specifications, accident analyses, or setpoint methodology, and is |

therefore, appropriate for implementation under 10 CFR 50.59 without prior staff approval. |
l

(!

3. 'Ihe Instrumentation and Controls Branch reviewed and approved the
|

Byron /Braidwood setpoint reconciliation program on December 31,1992, and !

approved associated changes to the plant Technical Specifications. Setpoint changes
were aae*aary to account for inconsistencies in the assumptions used by
Westinghouse in the setpoint bases document (one of which was test equipment ;

accuracy).
|

a. Since Technical Specification changes were based on inconsistencies in
|

assumptions associated with test equipment and set point methodology, the
licensee should address differences between dynamic testing and static testing.

,

,

An assertion that Technical Specification changes were based on assumptions associated with
setpoint methodology is incorrect. As stated in the staff's setpoint reconciliation SG, the
Technical Specifications were amended as a result of the licensee's setpoint reconciliation i

study. This study did not recommend changes in the Westinghouse setpoint methodology * '

but, rather, dealt with uncertainties in the setpoint calculations. The licensee maintains the |
setpoint calculations, as opposed to contracting Westinghouse for these services. The i
methodology used by the licensee is the same as Westinghouse provided in the original
analyses and is not dependent upon whether dynamic or static testing is employed.

b. Braidwood uses dynamic testing. Byron uses static testing. Since the test
equipment is different, the Technical Specifications for the two plants should
address specific test equipment.

In specifying the Technical Specification channel statistical allowances at the two stations, the
| licensea ciected to base the Technical Specification margins on a consistent set of Technical

Specification: between the two stations. W most conservative (bounding) values of
| uncertainties between both stations were used in the Technical Specification allowance for

| both stations. These uncertainties included M&TE values. Consequently, the Technical
j Specifications for the two Byron plants and the two Braidwood plants are conservative with

|
! +
i

I
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i respect to the M&TE allowances. A revision has been submitted to account for the
Braidwood Unit 1 RTD bypass loop removal that was performed this last outage. However,
the M&TE uncertainty values remain the same for all four units.

.

If the assumption that differences between static testing and dynamic testingc.
impact a plant's licensing basis is correct, Byron and Braidwood should not
use the same Technical Specifications.

'Ihe assumption that the differences between static testing and dynamic testing in Byron and
Braidwood impact the plant !"iag basis is not correct. Both plants confirm the calibration
of the channel components and modules, test the static components and the dynamic,

components, assess the 'as left' calibration values relative to the Technical Specification
ameptance criteria, and ensure the bistables trip within the required tolerances. 'Ihese
processes are consistent with the Westinghouse setpoint methodology.

d. Why has dynamic testing not been adopted at Byron?

'Ihe staff posed this question to the licensee. The licensee ranaahd that Byron originally
intended to use the Westinghouse Automatic Data Acquisition (ADA) system for calibrations
and surveillances. However, according to a licensee representative, the ADA had several
deficiencies and problems that caused Byron to scrap the system and perform their
surveillances and calibrations manually. To implement the MESAC at Byron now, the
licensee would have to rewrite their surveillance and calibration procedures, retrain their
technicians and engineers, and possibly reconfigure some of the protection system cards to
accept the MESAC test equipment. Given the licensee's past experience at Byron with

~

automated data acquisition systems and the cost of implementing a new system, Byron
management is reluctant to pursue this upgrade. Nevertheless, the licensee admits that there
are advantages in testing the loops without temporarily changing the loop configuration (i.e.,
using extender cards and jumpers), and to having all of the test result data available on a
hard disk so that the full response of the channel may be reviewed instead of essentialy two
points of data per test. These benefits are not available when testing the protection channels
manually (static testing).1

,

4. It is the licensee's responsibility, not the staff's, to account for all instrumentation
uncertainties, to ensure associated calculations and analyses reflect those uncertainties,
and to maintain plant operation within the licensing basis and supporting assumptions.

As discussed above, the licensee has accounted for all uncertainties that are significant with
respect to the licensing basis of the plant. It is the staff's responsibility to:

a. evaluate the adequacy of licensee safety analyses,
b. ensure the licensee has properly accounted for safety-significant uncertainties

in their safety analyses, and
,

c. ensure that the licensee operates their facility within the licensing basis. j

-7-
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'Ihese responsibilities cannot be met without some degree of analysis on the part of the staff.;

i The staff must determine the information ===ry to conclude that a facility meets its
: licensing basis criteria. 'Ihe staff did this in its previous reviews of the Byron /Braidwood
; setpoint r=~iH=tian program and in this review,
i

: 5. 'Ihe analog channel operational test in the Byron and Braidwood Technical I
'

Specifications requires that the bistable trips at a point within the specified range and ;

i accuracy (developed from staff approved setpoint methodology and Chapter 15 |
4 accident analyses). 'Ihis is to be satisfied by a static test performed by slowly varying |

(raising or lowering from below or above the set point) the input de voltage to the-

channel under test until the bistable trips. The input voltage value at the point;

; corresponding to the point at which the bistable trips is recorded and verified to be
j within the Technical Specifications requirements.
:

I The technical specifications do not require the licensee to perform only a static test to verify
! channel operability. 'Ihe Technical Specification requirement is that the bistable trip within

an mpt=.ble range. Performing only a static test of the bistable trips does not ensure that
*

the time response of the channels is within the safety analysis limits. Byron testing
i procedures also require a dynamic test of the lead / lag modules to completely verify channel
j operability per technical specifications.

!
6. If the dynamic test is not followed by a static test, regulatory compliance and:

i operability determination for the instrument channels are questionable.
)
i

| Braidwood performs static tests of the channel modules to verify that the modules are within
! the required tolerance.
I

|
7. Westinghouse recommends that licensees calibrate the individual circuit cards in the

'

instrument rack to within a specific tolerance, such as il.0 percent. The:

: Westinghouse setpoint methodology requires that the total calibration accuracy for an
;

! instrument rack (string) must be within a specific number, and requires this to be
,

: verified following the calibration of the individual cards in the string. During a |
! specific calibration, if the actual card calibration errors combine randomly to produce '

! a sum that is not within the total calibration accuracy for the instrument string, then
i the technician must recalibrate the individual cards until the requirement is met.
J

j Braidwood Station calibrates the individual cards in a string to the recommended
toleranas, but does not verify that the required string tolerance is met and does not
use the lower string tolerance in calculated acceptance values for dynamic testing.

-

; 'Iherefoie, Braidwood calibration and dynamic test procedures could produce non-
i conservative results.

!
#

The statement regarding the verification of required string tolerance at Braidwood is

) incorrect. 'Ihe staff reviewed the Braidwood calibration and surveillance procedures, and
;

i -8-
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i
,
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interviewed the licensee technicians. Based on that review, the staff confirmed that the
process used at Braidwood is consistent with the Westinghouse methodology.

8. Braidwood does not factor the uncertainty of the low pressure lead / lag gain into the
setpoint methodology.

The staff reviewed the scaling analyses and the setpoint calculations for the low pressure
reactor pra*W system channels. 'Ihe uncertainties related to the low pressure lead / lag
time constant and gain settings are included in the analyses.

CONCLUSIONS

Based on the staff review of the above issues, the staff concludes that the licensee's setpoint ,

methodology and instrument channel testing approach are consistent with the Braidwood j

licensing basis and technical specifications. 'Ihe licensee has corrected the uncertainty
analyses satisfactorily, and has changed the Technical Specifications to address the MT&E

,

|
uncertainties and uncertainties in setting the lead / lag time constants and gains. The staff, j
therefore, concludes that the above concerns have been resolved. |

,

1

!

|
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,

acceptance values being measured differently from setpoints based on
Westinghouse setpoint methodology, these modifications would more-than-
likely lead to changes in Chapter 15 safety analyses, setpoint
methodology and/or technical specifications. Therefore, the concerned
staff member requests that the licensee's confirmation that their
methodology is consistent with the Westinghouse methodology be
clarified.

3. The enclosure states that, for Byron, " admits that there are advantages
in testing the loops without temporarily changing the loop configuration
(i.e., using extender cards and jumpers)." The concerned staff member
notes that Comed was describing one of the benefits associated with
dynamic testing over static testing. The concerned staff member
concludes that this seems to imply that dynamic testing with MESAC
eliminates the need for static testing altogether since static testing
can.not be accomplished without using jumpers.around the dynamic
components. Consequently, this then conflicts with the above quote from
the enclosure that stated both Braidwood'and Byron are testing static
and dynamic components consistent with'the Westinghouse setpoint
methodology since Westinghouse setpoint meth'dology only supports statico
testing. J

,
,

Based on these conclusions,sthe concerned NRC stiff member requests that
Comed should verify the validity of the: plants' original Westinghouse
setpoint methodology and the associated.setpoints in the technical
specifications if the plants do not follow dynamic. testing with static
testing. -

A prompt response from Comed is reques'ted in order to re' solve these issues.
Please contact me at (301) 415-1391 if any' clarification is needed.

'

. Sincerely,
'

Original signed by: G. Dick'for

Ramin R. Assa, Project Manager
Project Directorate III-2

Division of Reactor Projects III/IV
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
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